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Abstract.    By medical record classification we mean assigning a given text to one of the diseases from a given list, so 
such a classification can be considered as a decision making support for a doctor. In the paper we demonstrate the 
possibility of building a classifier on the principles of inductive modelling (IM) and of reaching very high results. The 
technology consists in two steps: a) building a list of linguistic indicators in semi-automatic mode ‘expert - keyword 
selector’ b) learning a model on the basis of documents preliminary classified by an expert. The classifier is built by the 
program GMDH Shell, which includes various algorithms of Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH). We present the 
results of an experiment with a real document set reflecting 6 stomach diseases. The accuracy essentially exceeds the 
accuracy of other methods, which had been used on the same data set. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Medical records classification has recently become a popular topic in NLP applications. The solution of this problem 
allows:  
- To monitor medical doctors responsible for primary medical observation and to help reduce medical errors; 

- To facilitate data exchange between different medical centres and to coordinate the storage and retrieval of 
individual records with the aid of computers; 

- To help forming Internet communities with similar health issues areas of interests. 
 

First significant publications in the addressed area appeared almost 20 yeas ago. The authors used Bayesian 
classifiers for processing encounter notes [1]. Then many publications appeared where different methods of medical 
document classification were proposed and described. A short review is presented in the paper [4].  One of the main 
observations we extracted from this review is a possible incompleteness of the list of linguistic indicators, which are 
used for text parameterization. From this point of view the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) proves to be very 
perspective because it allows compensating absent indicators by means of optimal combinations of all the others [2]. 

In the present paper we build a classifier based on GMDH algorithms, included in a well known tool GMDH Shell 
[6].  From a redundant set of linguistic indicators GMDH Shell selects the most significant ones and forms equations of 
dividing surfaces between classes. The most significant variables are those that give the best results on new unknown 
data.  

The other sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes linguistic resources (corpus and 
vocabulary). Section 3 explains the application of inductive modelling tool, GMDH Shell. Section 4 concludes the 
paper.  
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2  Linguistic resources 
 

2.1  Document corpus 
 

The corpus under consideration for this study is a collection of 55 anonymous primary medical records in Spanish. The 
records are related to gastrointestinal diseases. Each of these records contains a short description of chief complaint, 
past medical history, family history, medications, allergies, objective status and finally two diagnoses, the principal one 
and the concomitant one. Texts belong to 6 classes – diseases. The corpus is described in Tab.1. Appendix A.1 presents 
an example of a primary medical record.  

Tab.1. Structure of document corpus. 
Class Disease Number of 

texts  
1 gallbladder disease  12 
2 mechanical jaundice  8 
3 stomach cancer  11 
4 acute appendicitis  6 
5 gastrointestinal bleeding  7 
6 inguinal hernia  11 
Total   55  

 

Primary medical records are usually presented in a ‘special’ medical form with informal grammar, abbreviations, etc. 
So, before the study all 55 documents from the corpus were carefully revised and corrected.   

 

2.2  Linguistic variables and text parameterization 
 

Linguistic variables are keywords and key expressions (we will refer to them as keywords as well) that allow 
transforming textual documents to their vectorial form. Of course, one would be temped to select these keywords 
automatically. But there are two obstacles:  

-  existing tools for keyword selection allow to work with single words but not with collocation of words; 

-  a list of keywords selected automatically needs to be revised because it includes unnecessary words and omits  the 
necessary ones. 

On the other hand manual work is very time consuming due to large volume of data. For this reason we use a 
combined approach that consists of two steps. As the first step a set of keywords is obtained automatically. The aim is 
to retrieve as many plausible keywords as possible. We have here high recall with low precision with respect to a 
correct keyword list. As the second step, a manual selection of keywords from the obtained list is made by an expert. 
With this operation we reach high precision. At the same time, an expert builds word combinations. Nowadays there are 
many methods and tools for keyword extraction from a corpus. One should mention: 

-  Criterion of variability.  The words whose coefficient of variation θ = σ /m  exceeds some threshold are selected. 
Here σ  , m   are variation and mean value of  word frequency 

-  Information criterion. The words whose total entropy ∑Hi is not less than a given part of corpus entropy H are 
selected. For example, ∑  = 0.8 H. Here Hi   is partial entropy of word wi   

-  Criterion of specificity. The words whose level of specificity is more than a given K are selected. The level of 
specificity of a given word w in a given document corpus is a number K  ≥ 1, which shows how much its frequency 
in the document corpus fC(w) exceeds its frequency in the general lexis fL(w): K = fC(w) / fL(w) 

In the paper we use the last criterion, which is applied in a program LexisTerm. Appendix 2 shows the graphic 
interface of this program.  With this program we selected keywords with K=100, obtaining 287 keywords. The list was 
then corrected by an expert, who removed the words he considered insignificant and added the necessary word 
combinations. The resultant list contained 76 keywords. Some of them are presented in Table 2.  
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Tab.2. Examples of keywords 

Keywords 

adenocarcinoma 

alteracion 

anti-ulceroso 

color negro 

disfagia 

dolores sordos 

gusto amargo 

nausea 
 

The difficulty of classification of given data lies in the high level of intersection of lexis of the classes. The level of 
lexis intersection is about 20%. It means that approximately 20% of all keywords are common for all classes.  

The obtained keywords were used for parameterization of all the texts from our corpus. The parameterization was 
carried out in two steps. Firstly, a vector model of texts was obtained by calculating term occurrences. And as a second 
step, a normalization of frequency vector on one was carried out. In the Appendix 3 we show the part of table with 
parameterized texts.  

 
3 Inductive modelling 
 
3.1 GMDH Shell in classification mode 

 
GMDH Shell (GS) is a tool widely used for time series prognosis, function approximation and object classification [6]. 
It employs a technique of well-known Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) proposed at 1970s by acad. 
A.Ivakhnenko. At present GS includes modifications of two algorithms: 

• Combinatorial GMDH  
• GMDH-type neural networks 

 
GS builds equations related to dividing surfaces between classes using the algorithm one-vs-all. As we have 6 classes, 
GS builds 6 equations.  
 
 
3.2 Classifier for six categories 

 

Our corpus contained 55 medical records. 80% of all data, i.e. 44 texts, were used for learning (teaching and control). 
The results of modelling are presented in Appendix 4. The other 20%, i.e. 11 texts, were used for verification. The 
results of model verification are presented in Appendix 5. In both cases we obtained the same results: all documents 
were correctly classified, the accuracy proved to be exactly 100%. 

Here  are the equations of classifiers for all 6 classes: 
Y1  = -0.020  + W14 5.024  +  W34 2.447  + W47 2.076 
Y2  =  0.275   - W27 0.780  +  W31 1.764  + W42 1.518 
Y3  = -0.003  + W19 2.633  +  W23 3.364  + W68 3.428 
Y4   = -0.007  + W20 0.042  +  W30 2.085  + W75 1.561 
Y5  = -0.005  + W56 1.855  +  W71 1.962  + W73 0.598 
Y6  =  0.006   - W3   0.248  +  W5  6.863  + W57  0.463 
 
Denominations Wi  at the right parts mean the frequency of corresponding keywords in a document under 

consideration. The left parts determine values reflecting probability of given classes. Therefore the most confident class 
is considered as a winner. It is easy to see that combinatorial algorithm could completely solve the problem of 
classification for each of 6 classes. 
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4  Conclusions 
 

In our work we obtained high accuracy and we can compare it with the results of other studies, where the same corpus 
was considered. In the paper of M. Demenkova [3] the author applied the procedure of keyword selection in order to 
decrease the number of common words. In our paper [5] the system Rubryx-2 was trained on a very limited set of 
documents and demonstrated very high results when an additional terminological vocabulary was included in the 
process of classification. In both cases the authors used the traditional method of classification based on direct voting. 
The summary is presented in Table 4. 

Tab.4. Accuracy of different tools 
Tool Accuracy 

Demenkova’s classifier  75% 
Rubryx-2 84% 
Rubryx-2 manually adjusted  96% 
GMDH Shell 100%  

 

In future we intend to do the following: 
−  to study the sensibility of results to different sets of linguistic variables; 
−  to build classifier for other medical corpora with more narrow domain; 
−  to consider classifiers for combined classes including two or more initial classes. 
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Appendix 
 

A.1 Medical history (example) 
 

Paciente 12  
 

Quejas: no hay. 
 

Anamnesis de la enfermedad: Hace un año y medio la resonancia magnética de la cavidad abdominal reveló 
concrementos en la vesícula biliar. No tenia ataques de cólico de higado, ictericia o pancreatitis aguda. El 25.06.08 la 
resonancia magnetica repetida ha revelado un conremento de 38x10 mm en el vano de la vesícula biliar. Fue examinada 
en el dispensario. Es trasladada al KB 119 para el tratamiento operatorio. 

 
Anamnesis de vida. Ha crecido y se ha desarrollado con normalidad. No hay enfermedades heredadas. 

 
Enfermedades sufridas: Ho hay 
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Anamnesis de alergia: No es relevante. 
 
Diagnóstico objetivo: estado satisfactorio. La epidermis es del color normal, la húmedad es normal. Temperatura del 
cuerpo – 36.6 C. La hemodinámica es estable. Pulso – 80. Presión arterial – 140/80 mm.  La respiración llena por 
completo los pulmones. Frecuencia respiratoria: 17 por minuto. La lengua es húmeda. El vientre es suave, indoloro, no 
se hincha. No hay sintomatología de peritonitis. El higado – por el borde del arco costal, la vesicula biliar no se puede 
palpar. La peristalsis esté activa. No hay dificultades en la defecación y evacuación urinaria. 
 
Diagnóstico principal. Enfermedad de cálculo biliar, colecistitis crónica. 
Se prescribe la hospitalización en el área quirúrgica. 
 
 

A.2 LexisTerm (screenshot) 
 

 
 
 

A.3 Parameterized corpus (part of data) 
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A.4 GMDH Shell, learning (screenshot) 
 

 
 
 

A.5 GMDH Shell, verification (screenshot) 
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